Urban Development
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We make places for people

We plant trees in walled pits. This has the dual advantages of protecting the tree’s root system as well as preventing roots interfering with underground services such as water mains.

Upgrading lighting to new technologies means that spaces are better lit, safer and less energy is consumed. Ongoing maintenance is also lessened.

We design seating so it can be used in multiple ways by different users. It can also be moved for different uses like street markets.

Upgrading lighting to new technologies means that spaces are better lit, safer and less energy is consumed. Ongoing maintenance is also lessened.

Not any pavers will do – surfaces need to support heavy street cleaning equipment and suit multiple users - like stiletto wearers! We select purpose built surfaces so they won’t crack and hazards are not created.

We design spaces taking into account the types of people that will be using it. A wide footpath and low road camber allows mobility scooters to use this space easily.
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